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a b s t r a c t 

In this paper, we present HomeSeeker, an interactive visual analytics system to serve users with differ- 

ent backgrounds of the local real estate market and meet different degrees of user requirements. As a 

result, HomeSeeker augments existing commercial systems to help users discover hidden patterns, link 

various location-centered data to the price, as well as explore, filter and compare the properties, in or- 

der to easily find their preferred properties. In particular, we make the following contributions: (1) We 

present a problem abstraction for designing visualizations that help home buyers analyse the real es- 

tate data. Specifically, our data abstraction integrates heterogeneous data from different channels into a 

location-centred integrated real estate dataset. (2) We propose an interactive visual analytic procedure 

to help less informed users gradually learn about the local real estate market, upon which users exploit 

this learned knowledge to specify their individual requirements in property seeking. (3) We propose a 

series of designs to visualize properties/suburbs in different dimensions and in different granularities. 

We have collected, integrated and cleaned last 10 year’s real estate sold records in Australia as well as 

their location-related education, facility and transportation profiles, to generate a real multi-dimensional 

data repository, and implemented a system prototype for public access ( http://115.146.89.158 ). At last, we 

present case studies based on real-world datasets and real scenario to demonstrate the usefulness and 

effectiveness of our system. 

© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Finding a suitable property to purchase or rent is critical to peo-

le’s life. People normally find candidate properties from online or

y talking with real estate agents, and then inspect those preferred

roperties in person. The process of finding candidate properties

an be both complicated and time-consuming since users could

ave many factors to consider, such as budgets, facilities like su-

ermarkets and nearby transportation, as well as public schools

ssociated with children’s education. Moreover, most home buy-

rs (esp. first home buyers) also prefer a property that will grow

n value over time so they can take a step up the property ladder

n a few years [1,2] . 

There are several commercial systems [3–8] in different coun-

ries that provide access for people to browse or search for real

states. We have noticed three common problems in using those

xisting systems. Problem 1 : data in those systems are only about

he description of properties themselves such as the number of

edrooms and bathrooms. However, a lot of useful geographically
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elated information which is critical to users’ choices is not cap-

ured, such as the regional, educational and transportational pro-

les (see Section 3.1 ), not to mention presenting them to users.

ithout such information, it is also very difficult to evaluate the

obustness and effectiveness of the current visualization design of

hose commercial systems in visualizing such geo-related multidi-

ensional information. Problem 2 : existing commercial systems

ail to provide an efficient way for users to learn about the lo-

al real estate market and understand their own needs based on

heir understanding of the market. Since “users do not know what

hey want until they see it” [9] , many users, especially first home

uyers, do not know much about the local real estate market; and

hey might continually change their preferences while they browse

roperties. For example, a user has a budget of one million dollars

o buy a 3-bedroom house in Camberwell and he wants the prop-

rty within a 10-minute walk to the nearest train station. How-

ver, after studying the market, he understands that such kind of

 house might be not easy to find in Camberwell, so he will ei-

her find a property that is further to the station or in other sub-

rbs. Problem 3 : although some of the systems (such as Real Es-

ate Australia [10] ) provide map-based presentation, the design can

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jvlc.2018.02.001
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jvlc
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.jvlc.2018.02.001&domain=pdf
http://115.146.89.158
mailto:mingzhao.li@rmit.edu.au
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jvlc.2018.02.001
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only display the locations on the map, which is not sufficient to

support comparison of properties in multiple aspects. 

In a nutshell, existing systems fail to provide location-aware

services, not to mention offering those services at different lev-

els of details, due to the lack of a systematic approach to model

and collect a comprehensive location-centered real estate data.

To address those problems, we introduce HomeSeeker ( http://115.

146.89.158 ), an interactive real estate visualization system to aug-

ment current commercial systems. In particular, HomeSeeker is

able to assist users in understanding the local areas and local real

estate market, exploring and finding candidate properties based

on their individual requirements, and visually comparing proper-

ties/suburbs in multiple aspects as given by the user. In particular,

we make the following contributions from the perspective of visu-

alization design. 

1. We present a systematic problem abstraction that guides the

visualization design of real estate data for home buyers. Partic-

ularly, we have collected data from different channels and in-

tegrated a comprehensive location-centred real estate dataset

( Section 3 ). 

2. We propose an interactive visual analytic procedure to help

zero-knowledge users gradually understand the real estate mar-

ket, and ultimately find appropriate properties based on their

individual preferences ( Section 4 ). 

3. We design and implement a system with existing visualization

design choices and novel visualization designs, and multiple co-

ordinated views to visualize real estate data, which can also

be used to solve other geographically related multidimensional

analysis problems ( Section 5 ). 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 dis-

cusses related works with regard to the real estate domain and

visualization. Section 3 presents the problem abstraction, followed

by a system overview in Section 4 . In Section 5 , we present our vi-

sualization design choices in detail together with design justifica-

tions. Section 6 discusses the system implementation. We present

experiments based on real-world datasets in Section 7 , followed by

conclusion and future works in Section 8 . 

2. Related work 

In this section, we first present related work in the domain of

this paper (i.e., visualization of real estate data), and then discuss

the literature in a broader sense (i.e., geo-related multidimensional

visualization). 

2.1. Visual analysis of real estate data 

Visual exploration of real estate data has been considered as an

interesting application and attracted attention from both the aca-

demic and industry communities. 

Many online platforms in different countries allow people to

search for real estate properties, such as Real Estate [3] and Do-

main [4] in Australia, Right Move [5] in UK, Zillow [6] and Trulia

[7] in the USA and Soufang [8] in China. Most of those systems

provide functions such as searching among or filtering numerous

properties available in the real estate market, and then display the

result in the form of a list or a map. Some systems such as Zil-

low [6] also allow users to virtually look into properties of in-

terest using Matterport 3D view. Although these commercial sys-

tems have provided users a convenient access to available real es-

tates, they still have some drawbacks. First, the data that most of

these commercial systems [3,4,8] have used is mainly about the

property itself, while a lot of useful information that is critical to

users’ choices is neither captured nor presented. Although some

systems [5,7] have provided information about the neighbourhood,
hey have not linked those information with individual properties.

or example, Trulia [7] has provided school locations on top of the

ap, but it does not have the school zone information, and users

annot link individual properties with schools. Secondly, the visual

esign of these platforms cannot support presentation and com-

arison of properties in multiple aspects. In this paper, we try to

ugment existing commercial systems by providing a systematic

ata abstraction related to real estate and a visual analytics pro-

edure that help users understand the local real estate market and

xplore the properties by themselves. Table 1 represents the com-

arison between our data profiles and existing systems. The detail

ill be illustrated in Section 3 . 

Many researchers from the data mining community have pro-

osed methods and systems [11–14] related to real estate data.

or example, Fu and Xiong [15] designed a discovery system for

sers to find high-value homes. Shahbazi et al. [16] estimated the

nvestability of real estate properties through text analysis. Zhu

t al. [17] proposed a prediction model to measure liquidity in real

state markets based on DOM (Days on Markets). Different with

hose works, we using interactive visualization to help users first

nderstand the local real estate market, then find properties based

n their own preferences. Research on visualization of real estate

ata dates back to Williamson and Shneiderman’s classic Home

inder project [18] . They used dynamic query interfaces to help

sers explore a real estate database and find houses that meet

pecific search criteria. They also use sliders to allow limits to be

laced on different dimensions such as house price and time to

each oneâs workplace; only those houses satisfying all criteria are

epresented by red dots on a map. Later, Tweedie et al. proposed

ttribute Explorer [19] , which added graphical feedback to the slid-

rs themselves. Both works have focused on the efficient query

rocessing part but failed to provide a way for users to compare

he result houses/homes. With real estate data as examples, Spence

resented different kinds of visualization, including scatter plots,

arallel coordinates and iconic representations to compare the at-

ributes of houses in the visualization textbook [20] . Nevertheless,

here is still a lack of framework/procedure of how to combine

hose visualization designs and help users explore real estate data.

losest to our work is a web-based system [21] to visually analyse

angzhou real estate market data. Comparing to it, our system is

uilt upon a more comprehensive dataset that has more location-

ased attributes which are critical to users’ purchasing decisions

nd we provide a way for users to explore individual properties. 

.2. Geo-related multidimensional visualization design 

Since the regional, transportational and educational profiles

entered around the properties/suburbs (detailed in Section 3.1 )

re all highly related to geography, the visualization of real estate

ata can be considered as a type of geographically related mul-

idimensional data visualization. The design challenge for visualiz-

ng this kind of data is to provide space-efficient presentations that

either clutter visually nor confuse cognitively [22,23] . 

Multidimensional visualization methods . Multidimensional

isualization methods have been proposed to help users discover

idden patterns and understand the complex relationships with re-

pect to multiple dimensions. Those methods are designed based

n different graph presentations [24] , such as points (scatterplots

25] ), lines (parallel coordinates [26] ), regions (Heatmap [27] ), and

ombined elements (multivariate glyphs [28] ). Researchers have

lso proposed some combined methods, such as SPPC [29] , P-

PLOM [30] to solve real-world problems. Although it is possible

o use those existing multidimensional visualization methods to vi-

ualize the multiple attributes in our real estate data, they hide

mportant information on how information (such as the housing

rice) varies across locations. In this paper, we have chosen care-

http://115.146.89.158
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Table 1 

Summary of our data profiles, and the comparison with existing commercial systems. 
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ully among existing visualization methods based on our data/task

bstraction to build up our system. Section 5 will illustrate our vi-

ualization design choices one by one together with justification in

etail. 

Geographical visualization . Scientific visualization methods ap-

lied to portray geographical information from the 1990s [31] have

ocused on providing users imagining spatial relationships and was

pplied to a number of visualization types such as animations, spa-

ial modelling and collaboration, using GIS and virtual reality [32] .

n recent years, more information visualization methods have been

pplied to solve the geographical visualization problem. The design

f geoViz (geographical visualization) is not limited to mapping el-

ments based on their exact geo-locations. One of the most notable

xamples is the design of modern train maps [33,34] . The design

hallenge behind is to reduce connection overlap while places are

till easy to find. With more and more urban data (such as the

ensus data) becoming available, many online visualization tools

ave been developed in recent years to help citizens understand

rban life [35–37] . However, those methods are limited to very few

imensions since position- and size-based visual variables are al-

eady used by maps. Therefore, they cannot support visualizing the

ultiple attributes of housing properties. 

Geo-related multidimensional visualization . Some researchers

ave been working on visualizing geographically related multidi-

ensional data [38–42] . One of the most popular and effective so-

utions to visualize the multiple attributes in geographic data is to

se multiple coordinated views [43] . For example, TripVista [44] is

esigned with multiple views to analyse the traffic at a road in-

ersection. Attribute Signatures [45] dynamically generates sum-

aries in another view after users select elements on a map view.

hang et al. [46] proposed a visual analytics framework to explore

nd compare the impact of geographical variations for multivari-

te clustering. In our paper, we adopt the design of multiple co-

rdinated views as well. Specifically, besides connecting different

iews with mouseover/click+highlighting, we directly link parallel

oordinates with a geo-coded scatter plot and a colored boolean

able, which is able to efficiently visualize multiple attributes (of

ifferent types) in a single view. 
c

. Problem abstraction 

In this section, we first describe real estate domain situation,

hen present the design of our task and data abstraction. 

.1. Domain situation 

Our system is mainly targeted at home buyers who are inter-

sted in finding properties to live in, as well as real estate agents

ho help them to do so. 

We use Melbourne and Sydney, two of the largest cities in Aus-

ralia, as examples to understand the domain situation and to col-

ect the data. To understand the information (i) that most home

uyers are concerned about, and/or (ii) that they are suggested to

ay attention to from domain experts’ viewpoint, we first reviewed

elated articles (from related blogs 1 such as [1,2] ) written by real

state domain experts, and got a list of information which is crit-

cal to users’ property purchase choices; then we discussed with

wo real estate agents to further refine the data list. 

Table 1 presents our conclusion of the information that is criti-

al to home buyers’ choices, as well as whether our system has the

ata and support data index comparing to existing popular real es-

ate websites in Australia [3] , the UK [5] and the USA [6] . 

As shown in Table 1 , we have defined five profiles: (1) the basic

rofile describes basic information of each property itself; (2) the

ransportational profile is associated with distance and travel time

o other places; (3) the facility profile defines nearby facilities, such

s supermarkets, shopping centers, etc.; (4) the educational profile

ontains the information of schools; (5) the regional profile is re-

ated to the census data and describes the statistical information

f the neighbourhood. For environmental information: it is critical

o users’ choice as well, but the data is hard to obtain and verify.

herefore, in our system, we extract some of the environmental in-

ormation from the text description and include them in the basic

rofile, such as whether the property has mountain views. 

Table 1 shows some example data in each profile. Although in-

luding everything in our system seems impossible, we claim that
1 Source: http://www.realestate.com.au/advice/buying/ , https://www.domain. 

om.au/advice/ 

http://www.realestate.com.au/advice/buying/
https://www.domain.com.au/advice/
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Fig. 1. Data collecting and processing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2 

Statistics of the crawled data. 

Melbourne (VIC) Sydney (NSW) 

# of properties 680,327 757,352 

# of train stations 218 373 

# of supermarkets 447 507 

# of shopping centres 125 194 

# of clinics 2673 3536 

# of hospitals 469 622 

# of public primary schools 1149 1607 

# of public secondary schools 282 401 

# of private primary schools 465 567 

# of private secondary schools 167 200 

# of regions 13,339 17,895 

# of total dimensions 72 
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the data that is critical to users’ choice of properties should at

least fit in one of our profiles. For example, nearby restaurants

(which our system does not include) should fit in facility profile.

The safety of a region can be described by the regional profile.

Price per m 

2 is in the basic profile. 

3.2. Data collection and integration 

Fig. 1 shows the process of how we collect data from differ-

ent sources [47–57] and integrate them to form a location-centered

real estate dataset. 

We first crawl the basic information of sold properties from real

estate websites [3] ( basic profile ). Based on the address, we get

the geo-location (latitude and longitude) of each property using

Google Maps API [49] . Based on the geo-location, we describe the

other four profiles for each property in the following way: 

• Transportational profile : we calculate (i) the walking time

from each property to its nearest train station using Google

Maps API [49] , and (ii) the travel time between each pair of

train stations based on the GTFS (General Transit Feed Specifi-

cation) data [53] . We are then able to compute efficiently how

long it takes from each property to a specific place (such as the

userâs workplace) at runtime. 

• Regional Profile : we get Australian census data from

[57] which describes the census information based on dif-

ferent levels of statistical areas in Australia. We then map each

property to an SA1 (Statistical Area Level 1, the smallest unit

for the processing and release of Australian census data [57] ),

and then have the information such as median age and median

income of the SA1 to describe the region around each property.

• Educational profile : we find either the exact school zone

[52] that each property belongs to, or map the property with

its nearest primary/secondary school. We get the correspond-

ing school rating from [51] which is also linked with individual

properties. 

• Facility profile : we first crawl the information (including

geo-locations) of different facilities such as supermarkets

[54,55] and hospitals [56] . Then, for each facility, we map each

property to the nearest one and calculate the distance between
them using Google maps API [49] . d  
A summary of all data sources can be found in Table 1 , and

ome data statistics are shown in Table 2 . 

.3. Data and task abstraction 

.3.1. Data characteristic analysis 

Based on different characteristics, we divide all attributes asso-

iated with each property into the following categories: 

• Geographical Attributes , i.e., the geo-information; 

• Numeric Attributes , such as price, number of bedrooms, the

distance to the nearest train station, related secondary school

rankings, etc.; 

• Categorical Attributes , such as property type; 

• Boolean Attributes , i.e., 34 features generated from the text de-

scription, such as whether a property has air conditioning. 

• Other Types of Attributes , such as text and images. 

.3.2. Task abstraction 

Based on [1,2] , and as confirmed by domain experts, most home

uyers want a property which suits their lifestyle and will grow in

alue over time so they can take a step up the property ladder in

 few years time. 

There are two main challenges to define specific tasks. On the

ne hand, users have various levels of knowledge on the local ar-

as and the local real estate market. On the other hand, users have

ifferent individual requirements and their requirements could
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Table 3 

Domain situation, visualization abstraction and visual encoding idioms. 
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hange during the process of discovering and knowing better about

he local real estate market. 

Based on the above observation, we define four levels of basic

asks, as shown in Table 3 . Users with different background of the

ocal real estate market and different requirements can use differ-

nt kinds of combinations of the four basic tasks to discover their

referred properties. For example, a user who does not know much

f the local real estate market and/or who is not sure of his re-

uirement might go through all the four tasks to find candidate

roperties; while an advanced home buyer might skip some of the

teps and find the properties based on his requirements (Examples

ill be illustrated as case studies in Section 7.2 , with a summary

f different cases in Table 5 ). 

Each basic task includes several sub-tasks, as shown in Table 3 .

he table also presents the corresponding data to support the

asks, as well as the process of how we analyse the tasks and the

orresponding data based on Munzner’s what-why-how model [58] .

. System overview 

In this section, we first define some design maxims, then design

ystem procedure. 

.1. Design maxims 

Based on our problem abstraction and the characteristics of our

argeted users, we define three design maxims (DMs) to help us

esign the system and choose proper visualization idioms. 

DM1 Incremental learning . Our targeted users are home-buyers,

who might have a very limited knowledge of the local real

estate market. This also greatly affects their ability to de-

scribe their requirements. For example, since a person does
not know what kind of a property he can buy with one

million dollars in Melbourne, he will also easily feel con-

fused in defining the properties that he prefers. Therefore,

our system should allow such less informed users to learn

the about local real estate market step by step. 

DM2 Intuitive and simple designs . Our users, as home-buyers,

might not know much about data analytics/visualization.

While being informative, our visualization design choices

should be also intuitive and simple for end users to eas-

ily understand. We should be careful with complex visual-

ization designs; and if we do use them, we should provide

detailed guidelines. 

DM3 Consistent visualization designs . Since we may involve

several different visualization design choices, we should try

to use a consistent set of visual encodings in order not to

confuse users. For example, colours should have the same

meaning in different visualization design choices. 

.2. System pipeline 

Based on the task abstraction and the DMs, we design an inter-

ctive procedure ( Fig. 2 ) to help different levels of home-buyers in-

rementally learn about the local real estate market and find their

referred properties. 

First, models in our system refer to different descriptive statis-

ics. We have defined different abstracted models based on our ba-

ic tasks, as shown in Fig. 2 . For example, we have defined dif-

erent granularities [23] of summarized information at the sub-

rb level. At the high granularity, we calculate the median price

f properties; at the medium granularity, we compute the median

rice of, for example, 3-bedroom houses or 2-bedroom units; at
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Fig. 2. The proposed interactive procedure to visually analyse the real estate data. 
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the low granularity, we summarize the detailed price distribution

of all 2-bedroom units, all 3-bedroom houses, etc. 

Secondly, we design three levels of visualization, as profile-

based region visualization (T.1, Section 5.1 ), suburb-based visual-

ization (T.2, Section 5.2 ) and property-level visualization (T.3 & T.4,

Section 5.3 ) to answer the four basic domain tasks. All the visu-

alization designs are interconnected with each other. On the one

hand, we use multiple coordinated views to visualize different in-

formation in the same screen, and designs are coordinated with

each other with interactions like mouseover/click+ highlighting. On

the other hand, designs cross different levels link with each other

based on consistent visual encoding idioms and through user in-

teractions such as region selections. For example, a user can select

some school zones in profile-based region visualization, or select

several suburbs in the suburb-based visualization, and then move

to property-level visualization to explore the properties in those

school zones and/or those suburbs; also, the user can search for

all the properties in the same school zone in the property-level vi-

sualization. 

5. Visualization design and justification 

In this section, we first introduce our visualization design

choices based on our task and data abstraction. Then, we describe

how we have involved users in our iterative design process to

make the system fit for general users. 

5.1. Profile-based region visualization (T.1) 

To help home buyers understand different lifestyles in different

areas (T.1), we present each of our four profiles using choropleth

maps or dot maps. 

VIS Design 1: Choropleth map. We use Choropleth map to vi-

sualize the educational and regional profiles . For the educational

profile, we visualize the school zone on top of the Google Maps.

Schools with a better rating will be mapped with a darker colour

( Fig. 3 (a)). Similarly, regional exploration presents census informa-

tion on top of the map. Users can select different information such

as median age, median income, the percentage of people coming

from China, India, etc. 

VIS Design 2: Dot map 1. Since transportational profile does not

contain shape information, we draw circles on top of the map to

represent the location, with colour illustrating the travel time to

the city or to users’ working place ( Fig. 3 (b)). Similarly, we use dif-
erent colours to represent different types of facilities (supermar-

ets, or shopping centers) for facility profile . 

Justification. We choose the Choropleth map which is perhaps

he most commonly used and effective method for summarized in-

ormation with geo-shapes; since the data value (e.g. school rank-

ng) is numeric, we choose colour luminance to represent the

alue. We choose colour luminance, instead of the area size of the

ircle to represent the travel time, because otherwise, it might con-

use users whether a larger size means a longer time or not. An al-

ernative for visualizing different types of facilities is to use differ-

nt shapes, but we choose colour hue considering the effectiveness

anking of different visual channels [58] . 

.2. Suburb-level visualization (T.2) 

At the suburb level, we have three main coordinated views: the

oogle Maps view, the historical and the multidimensional view

 Fig. 4 ). 

.2.1. The Google Maps view (T.2.1) 

We design two levels of data abstractions to provide users an

verview of how property prices in different suburbs vary across

ocations. 

VIS Design 3: Dot map 2 . To visualize the median price and

umber of properties in each suburb, we draw circles on top of

oogle Maps ( Fig. 4 (b)). The position of each circle corresponds to

he centre location of a suburb in geography. The size and colour of

he circle represent the number of sold properties in this suburb,

nd the median price of those properties, respectively. 

VIS Design 4: Glyphs on map 1 . Since prices could be easily af-

ected by the number of bedrooms (or building size in some coun-

ries), we further divide the properties in a suburb into different

roups based on the number of bedrooms. Therefore, we depart

he circle into different sections to display one more dimension.

s shown in Fig. 5 (a), different sections represent different num-

ers of bedrooms, and the number of properties that have a par-

icular number of bedrooms are presented is size of the section.

he color is based on the median price of the properties in each

ection. Fig. 5 (b) shows the result when we only select 3-bedroom

roperties. 

Justification . The two visualization designs are consistent by

haring the same visual channels, i.e., colour and size. We de-

ign a color scheme to present the median price by using different

olor saturation and two different colour hues (blue and red). Such

olour design is widely used in other applications such as altitude
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Fig. 3. Design of profile-based region visualization (a) VIS design 1: Choropleth map of Sydney’s educational profile - primary school exploration; (b) VIS design 2: dot map 

1 based on Melbourne’s transportational profile - train time exploration. 

Fig. 4. Design of the suburb-level visualization (a) navigation bar; (b) map view (a dot map); (c) historical view - multiple line graphs; (d) historical view - stream graphs; 

(e) multidimensional view. 
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aps [59] . The color design considers the recommendation from

60] . Instead of using choropleth maps which show boundaries of

uburbs, we choose circles and glyphs on maps, so that we could

se more retinal variables, i.e., size and shapes. 

.2.2. The historical view (T.2.2) 

This view presents how median prices (multiple line charts)

nd sold numbers (stream graphs) of houses/units in each sub-

rb change over time. Those suburbs can be selected by click-
ng on the circles (i.e. suburbs) in the Google Maps view

 Section 5.2.1 ), or by filtering the attributes in the multidimen-

ional view ( Section 5.2.3 ). 

VIS Design 5: Multiple line graphs . As shown in Fig. 4 (c), the

orizontal axis represents time, i.e., from 2005 to 2015, and the

ertical axis represents median price. Each line represents the price

hanges of one suburb. 

VIS Design 6: Stream graphs . As shown in Fig. 4 (d), each sub-

rb is represented as a stream. The horizontal axis and colour have
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Fig. 5. Illustration of VIS Design 4: glyphs on maps 1: (a) Median house price based on different number of bedrooms; (b) only 3-bedroom properties are selected. 

Fig. 6. Illustration of VIS Design 7: PCs. 
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the same meaning with that in multiple line graphs. The width of

the stream indicates the number of sold house/unit in that partic-

ular year. 

Justification . Two of the design choices are consistent as they

share the same meaning of horizontal axis and colours. The colour,

which means median price, is consistent with all the other de-

signs in the system as well. We choose stream graphs to visualize

the sold number, since the sum of the sold number of a group of

suburbs make sense, and this is somehow consistent with the de-

sign in the Google Maps view ( Section 5.2.1 ) since the width of a

stream and the area (which can be both considered as size-related

visual channels) both mean the numbers. On the other hand, if we

use stream graphs to visualize the median price change, the height

of stream graphs will easily confuse people, since the sum of me-

dian prices does not make sense. 

5.2.3. The multidimensional view (T.2.3) 

The multidimensional view presents detailed statistical infor-

mation of each suburb. 

VIS Design 7: Parallel coordinates (PCs) 1) We use parallel co-

ordinates ( Fig. 6 ) to visualize suburb-based statistics, such as the

median price of 2-bedroom houses, the median age in this suburb,

etc. For users to easily compare the price differences of different

property types and bedroom numbers, we have all the maximal

and minimal number of price-related axes consistent, such as 1.5M

and 0.2M. As shown in Fig. 6 , we connect the left of parallel coor-
inates with a geo-coded scatter plot, to allow users to easily link

ach suburb represented as lines in parallel coordinates with the

ne in the Google Maps view. 

VIS Design 8: PCs + Histograms . We have a novel design of

rawing histograms on top of parallel coordinates to show the de-

ailed statistics of a group of properties (e.g. 2-bedroom houses in

he suburb) besides the original median number ( Fig. 4 (e)). For ex-

mple, we first show the median price of 2-bedroom houses for

ach suburb in parallel coordinates. When a user selects one sub-

rb to highlight (from any views), we draw a histogram on top of

arallel coordinates to show the detailed price distribution of all

-bedroom houses in this suburb. By highlighting each suburb one

y one, users could easily get the differences of property charac-

eristics and the price distribution in each suburb. 

Justification . One alternative method to visualize the multidi-

ensional information in a limited screen size is to use Heatmap

27] . We choose parallel coordinates since it is easy to have fil-

ering on its own axes, and it is easy to be combined with other

ethods, as what we have designed, with histograms. Such design

f drawing histograms on top of parallel coordinates is novel and

ffective to show the detailed information of the selected suburb. It

s different with Hansen’s work [61] combining parallel coordinates

nd histograms. In particular, Hansen has provided a histogram at

ach parallel coordinate axis to indicate the instances of data as-

ociated with line values, i.e., the histogram value is a summary

f what you can see from the axis; while histogram in our design
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Fig. 7. Design of property-level Visualization. (a) navigation bar, where users can select attributes to explore in the multidimensional view; (b) google maps view; (c) 

multidimensional view, filtered as properties within 15-min walk to the nearest train station; (d) image card; (e) word cloud; (f) spider chart. 
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s an expansion of the existing median price and shows more de-

ailed distribution information related to the axis. 

.3. Property-level visualization (T.3 & T.4) 

Our property-level visualization ( Fig. 7 ) includes the Google

aps view, the multidimensional view, the Image Card view and

he Word Cloud view. By default, we only show the Google Maps

iew. Users can select factors that they care about to visualize

hem in the multidimensional view, which will also enable the

ther views. 

.3.1. The google maps view (T.3.1) 

The Google Maps view provides users how properties distribute

eographically and how attributes of properties vary across loca-

ions. 

VIS Design 9: Glyphs on map 2 . Each property is mapped as a

egular polygon ( Fig. 7 (b)). The color of the polygon is determined

y the price of a property. The shape of a polygon is defined by

edroom numbers, i.e., a triangle and a square represent a prop-

rty that has one bedroom and two bedrooms, respectively. 

We define a set of selection tools to allows users directly se-

ect regions that they are interested in from the Google Maps view

 Fig. 7 (b) - right top corner). First, we allow users draw polygons,

ircles and self-defined shapes (polygons) to select regions in the

oogle maps view. Secondly, inspired by Adobe Photoshop CC, 2 we

efine four selection operators as 1) new , 2) add to , 3) intersect

ith and 4) subtract from , so a user can select regions freely from

he Google Maps view. 

Justification . In this map view, we try to provide a multi-scale

isual encoding scheme [23] to visualize different levels of details

ith regard to different levels of user interactions. We choose the

olour to represent the most important information since it is still

ecognizable even when the map is zoomed out. Using colour to

epresent price also makes sure the design is consistent with the

uburb level ( Section 5.2 ). We choose polygons instead of circles

o represent each property, so we could present another dimen-

ion with the shape of polygons; also, drawing polygons is more
2 http://www.adobe.com/ 

i  

h  

p  
fficient than drawing circles. We use shapes rather than the size

f properties, since visual clutter is less likely to happen. 

.3.2. The multidimensional view (T.3.2) 

The multidimensional view presents and compares all the nu-

erical, categorical and boolean data linked to each property. 

VIS Design 10: Parallel coordinates 2. As shown in Fig. 7 (c),

arallel coordinates is used to display numeric and categorical at-

ributes. It has two main functions in our system. First, it provides

he comparison of different properties in multiple dimensions; by

electing and highlighting, users can also easily understand how

ne property is different with the others. Secondly, it provides an

nteractive way for users to do filtering of properties of their own

references based on the attributes that they are concerned about

which can be selected from the navigation bar) . 

VIS Design 11: Geo-coded scatterplot. We map each property

s a point in a 2D coordinate system based on its geographic lo-

ation ( Fig. 7 (c), left), similar to a dot map [62] . This geo-coded

catter plot connects the Google Maps view and the multidimen-

ional view. To avoid visual confusion, we set the first axis in par-

llel coordinates as latitude , which greatly reduces the chance of

ntersection of connected lines. 

VIS Design 12: Coloured boolean table. As shown in the right

ide of Fig. 7 (c), it is a variation of Heatmap [27] to visualize

oolean attributes (such as whether the property has air condi-

ioning or not). Each column represents a feature, and each row is

orresponding to a property. The feature of a property that has a

alue of yes will be filled with the colour that is the same as that

n parallel coordinates and the geo-coded scatterplot. This design

s directly connected with parallel coordinates’ right end. 

Justification . We have directly linked three different designs to

isualize multiple attributes associated with each property. First,

e choose parallel coordinates out of a bunch of multidimensional

isualization methods since it allows users to filter out properties

ased on different attributes in a straightforward way, which also

elps our filtering function outperform existing commercial sys-

ems. Secondly, we use a geo-coded scatter plot directly connect-

ng parallel coordinates. We believe that it makes users more eas-

ly link the multidimensional view with the Google Maps view. We

ave gained feedback from some users that, the geo-coded scatter

lot makes them easier to understand the meaning of a particular

http://www.adobe.com/
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3 The demo is available at http://115.146.89.158/ 
polyline in parallel coordinate which represents different attributes

of a property. Thirdly, with regard to visualizing boolean data, one

alternation is using parallel sets [63] . We choose the boolean ta-

ble since users are more concerned with whether one property has

one particular feature other than the relations among the features;

and for the information of how many properties share the same

features, we will show it in the word cloud view. 

5.3.3. The image card view (T.3.3) & word cloud view (T.3.4) 

We provide the Image Card view and the Word Cloud view to

display the additional image and textual information. 

VIS Design 13: Image card . HomeSeeker by default displays

200 pictures of 200 properties ( Fig. 7 (d)). The actual number of

pictures depends on the screen resolution. Also, a vertical scroll

bar is provided. After users select a property from the Image Card

view or from other views, we display more pictures of the prop-

erty. 

VIS Design 14: Word cloud . We visualize the most common

features of the properties with word cloud ( Fig. 7 (e)) that the user

has selected in the Google Maps view or in the multidimensional

view. When users click on one feature (in the Word Cloud view),

the properties that have the feature are highlighted on the map

and in parallel coordinates, while the corresponding column in the

coloured Boolean table is also highlighted. The Word Cloud view

presents an overview of the general features of the properties that

users are looking at, and help them understand a group of prop-

erties in a particular region (selected from the Google Maps view)

or share the similar features (selected from the multidimensional

view). 

Justification . We have two additional views to visualize addi-

tional image and text information. For the images, we provide a

basic function to display one image associated with each property.

We have not provided any sorting function since the main purpose

of this view is to provide users some basic idea of how each prop-

erty looks like. When the number of properties decreases, the im-

age can be enlarged to increase space utilization rate. To keep con-

sistency with other views and avoid confusion, the colour of word

cloud is set into the black. 

5.3.4. The spider chart view (T.4) 

The spider chart view provides users a detailed comparison

among a limited number of candidate properties. 

VIS Design 15: Spider chart . We use a spider chart

[64] ( Fig. 7 (f)) to compare the properties in the user’s favourite list

based on the attributes that the user is concerned about. First, we

have reversed the value in some axes so that the property that is

placed more outside always means it is better in the correspond-

ing dimension. Secondly, we have pre-defined the maximum and

minimum value of each axe in the spider chart as the maximum

and minimum value of each dimension in the whole data table.

Such design allows users to understand whether the differences

between two properties are huge or not. 

Justification . The main purpose of the spider chart view is to

compare the properties in the user’s favourite list. The first con-

troversial part of the design is the duplicate information as pre-

sented in parallel coordinates. We argue that the spider chart aug-

ments the parallel coordinates to show a more clear comparison

of properties in the aspects selected by users. Another problem of

the spider chart is the limited number of properties it supports

since we display very limited number of properties in the spi-

der chart. If there are more properties in the user’s favourite list,

he/she can still compare those properties in parallel coordinates.

The third problem is the limited number of attributes that the spi-

der chart supports. Normally, the spider chart can display at most

12–16 properties, which is able to meet most users’ requirements. 
.4. Iterative redesign with users involved 

Since HomeSeeker is targeted at general home buyers, one of

ur concerns is that some of the visualization designs might be

ifficult to understand by users that have no visualization back-

round. To overcome the problem, we have involved users in the

rocess of our visualization design. After a preliminary implemen-

ation of the visualization design, we asked eight users (all po-

ential home buyers) to comment on our visualization choices. As

hown in Table 4 , we had two questions (Q0-A & B) to ask about

eviewers’ expertise on visualization and the local real estate mar-

et. Then we asked users to try our system. For each visualization

esign, we asked users to answer Q1 and Q2 by themselves. After

hat, we answered their questions and gave them some guidelines

that would be easier given by videos later), and then asked them

o answer the remaining three questions (Q3–5). 

The result of user feedback ( Fig. 8 ) allows us to understand

hich part of the visualization design is difficult for non-experts

on visualization) to understand, which helps us to revise our de-

ign and also to design user guidelines in the future. For example,

tream graphs is a controversial design. Most users are not famil-

ar with it and are confused with the vertical axis, since they are

ore familiar with line charts and do not understand the meaning

f the upper and lower bound of each stream. As a result, though

e have argued (in Section 5.2.2 ) that stream graph is more ap-

ropriate to visualize the historical information of property sold

umbers, we use multiple line charts to visualize it by default and

llow users to change it to stream graphs as an advanced function.

nother design choice that users find hard to understand is paral-

el coordinates. However, all involved users find it useful after they

nderstood it (through guidelines), with a user particularly com-

ented that “I think parallel coordinates is useful since it allows me

o filter out the properties and I can see the result refreshed imme-

iately after my interaction. Also, since I can see that there are more

roperties that have a distance within 10-minute walk to the near-

st train station, I do not need to worry about this attribute when I

m doing filtering on other attributes. ” Based on the feedback from

sers, we by default disable the multidimensional view for both

uburb-level and property-level exploration, and we will give de-

ailed instruction to guide users interact with the multidimensional

iew if they are interested. 

. System implementation 

We developed HomeSeeker 3 [65] in HTML5 and Javascript, with

he library of d3.js and Google Maps JavaScript API. The database

hat we used is MySQL 5.6.17, and we used PHP to connect the

atabase. 

Particularly, in the Google Maps view, we sample properties

f there are too many properties ( > 50 0 0), and our index system

ased on the address enables that the sampled properties are in

ifferent areas. To guarantee the efficiency, we use progressive ren-

ering techniques [66] in parallel coordinates. 

. Experiments and discussion 

In this section we present four case studies subsequent to the

escription of the experimental dataset. This is followed by domain

xpert interviews and a general discussion. 

.1. Dataset description 

As discussed in Section 3 , we have crawled the real estate data

rom different channels and integrated them to form a comprehen-

http://115.146.89.158/
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Table 4 

Likert scale question design. 

General Questions : 

Q0-A. Are you familiar with visualization? (1–5, 1: not familiar at all, 5: very familiar) 

Q0-B. Are you familiar with the Melbourne real estate market? (1–5, 1: not familiar at all, 5: very familiar) 

For each visualization design choice : 

Q1: Are you familiar with this kind of presentation? (1–5, 1: not familiar at all, 5: very familiar) 

Q2: Is it easy for you to guess the meaning of it? (1–5, 1: very hard, 5: very easy) 

Q3: Do you think it is easy to understand/learn? (1–5, 1: very hard, 5: very easy) 

Q4: Do you think it is interesting? (1–5, 1: not interesting at all, 5: very interesting) 

Q5: Do you think it is useful? (1–5, 1: not useful at all, 5: very useful) 

Table 5 

User requirements of the four cases and corresponding tasks and visualization design choices. 

Fig. 8. User feedback based on some of the VIS design choices. 
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ive location-aware dataset. We use Melbourne dataset to present

ase studies in this section. 

.2. Case studies 

We present four typical cases of real home buyers/investors us-

ng HomeSeeker to find properties. Table 5 describes the budgets

nd requirements from the four users, and summarizes how users

an use our basic tasks to finish different tasks and the involved

isual designs. 

.2.1. Case I. From school zone to discover properties 

User A had a budget of 0.8 million dollars to buy a 3-bedroom

roperty in the Eastern Melbourne suburbs where most of her

riends live. As a parent, she preferred the property within a good

ublic secondary school and close to facilities like supermarkets,

hopping centres and clinics. 
She first went to profile-based region visualization ( T.1 ) and se-

ected secondary public school exploration. After discovering and

omparing the school ratings, she selected those schools having a

ood academic performance (within the top 20% in Melbourne),

ncluding Mckinnon Secondary College, Balwyn High School, etc.

 Fig. 9 (a)). 

She then clicked on property exploration ( T.3 ) and found that

here were too many available properties. After selecting those at-

ributes that she was interested, she enabled the multidimensional

iew. She then filtered out the properties based on her original re-

uirements (houses, below 0.8 million, 3-bedroom, within 500 m

o the nearest supermarket, 2 km to the near shopping center and

 km to the nearest clinic ( Fig. 9 (b)-[1–6]). After comparing the

ttributes of the remaining properties, she realized that she also

anted to live in a region with more local people ( Fig. 9 (b)-7).

ince her son might need to go to the city by train at weekends,

he desired property needed to be near the train station as well
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Fig. 9. Illustration of Case I: from school zone to discover properties. (a) selecting properties within the zone of good public secondary schools; (b) selecting properties 

based on the user’s requirements in the property-level exploration; (c) comparing candidate properties in detail. 

Fig. 10. Illustration of Case II: from understanding regions to discover properties. (a) regional exploration (regions with more Chinese residents are discovered); (b & c) 

detailed information of two selected suburbs in Melbourne: Box Hill (b) and Glen Waverley (c). 
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( Fig. 9 (b)-8). After the filtering, there left ten properties all in the

suburb of Blackburn. She picked two of the houses in lower prices

( Fig. 9 (b)-2) and with most of the facilities nearby ( Fig. 9 (b)-9). 

After saving the two properties into her favourites, she com-

pared those two houses in detail ( T.4 ) ( Fig. 9 (c)). She found that

the two houses were very similar to each other ( Fig. 9 (c)-1), except

that House 1 had a slightly shorter walking time to the nearest

train station from. Then, she further discovered from the multidi-

mensional view that House 1 was 6k more expensive than House

2 ( Fig. 9 (c)-2), but was closer to most of the facilities ( Fig. 9 (c)-3).

At last, she decided to inspect those two houses in person and had

House 1 ( Fig. 9 (c)-4) as a priority. 

7.2.2. Case II. From understanding regions to discover properties 

User B wanted to buy a house in a region where there were

more Chinese residences so that his Chinese parents would have

an easy life in the region. Since he might live there only for 3 or

4 years, he also preferred a region where the house value could

increase in value over years. 

He first went to regional exploration ( T.1 ) and selected

hinese _ % (percentage of Chinese residents) from the drop-down

box ( Fig. 10 (a)). He identified four regions where there were more

Chinese residences, as Melbourne CBD (1), Box Hill (2), Glen Wa-

verley (3), and Clayton (4). He then selected the median age at the

regional exploration and found that Melbourne CBD and Clayton

had more young people living there. Therefore, considering his par-
nts’ age, he chose Box Hill and Glen Waverley as two candidate

uburbs to buy a house. 

Then he went to suburb-level exploration ( T.2 ), and selected

ox Hill and Glen Waverley from the Google Maps view to add

hem to the historical view. By comparing price-related informa-

ion in the two suburbs ( Fig. 10 (b & c)), he noticed that 1) house

rice in both the two suburbs had an average capital growth of

ver 8% in the past ten years ( Fig. 10 (b & c)-1); 2) house price in

ox Hill ( Fig. 10 (b)-2) increased over 30% in the past year, while

he increasing rate for Glen Waverley ( Fig. 10 (c)-2) was around

0%; 3) there were much more 3-/4-bedroom houses within his

udget (1 million) in Glen Waverley ( Fig. 10 (b)-3) comparing to

ox Hill ( Fig. 10 (c)-3). Considering the available properties and the

ossibility of price bubbles in Box Hill at the moment, he decided

o first consider properties in Glen Waverley. 

He double clicked the suburb of Glen Waverley and enabled to

xplore the individual properties in Glen Waverley. Since he did

ot care about the suburb boundaries, he drew rectangles with

ur region selection tools to add more candidate regions near Glen

averley Community centre, and then filtered the properties and

ompared the properties based on his own requirement, similar

o how User A discovered the individual properties and compared

hem ( T.3 & T.4 ), User B found three candidate properties and had

 ranking among them. 
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Fig. 11. Illustration of Case III: investment on properties: (a) suburb exploration - selecting suburbs with higher house price growth; (b) comparing 3 candidate houses at 

the property-level exploration. 
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.2.3. Case III. Investment on properties 

User C had 0.6 million dollars and wanted to invest a property

rom which he could make the most profits. 

He went directly to suburb exploration ( T.2 ), and selected those

uburbs whose average capital growth of houses was above 8% in

he past ten years ( Fig. 11 (a)-1). Considering his budget, he fur-

her filtered the suburbs with limiting the average price below

.7 million ( Fig. 11 (a)-2). There were only four suburbs left, as

t Kilda, Braybrook, Glen Huntly and Caufield East ( Fig. 11 (a)-[3–

]). After comparing the detailed information of those suburbs, he

ound that, there were more 3-/4-bedroom houses in Braybrook

 Fig. 11 (a)-7) that were below the average price of this suburb

0.49 million, also certainly within his budget), which means that

e could buy one of the properties, did some decoration if needed

nd then sold the property at a fair price. Therefore, he chose Bray-

rook as the target suburb, and clicked into the suburb to explore

he individual houses. 

At the individual property level ( T.3 & T.4 ), he chose the at-

ributes that he thought critical to resell the property. Then he fil-

ered properties ( Fig. 11 (b)) and had (3+)-bedroom houses which

ere below the average price in Braybrook, had at least two bath-

ooms and one packing, and within 40 minutes to the city by train.

e had three houses left. After comparing the properties in detail,

e chose House 1 as his primary target and the other two houses

s candidates properties. 
t  

a

.2.4. Case IV. Exploring the properties as beginners 

User D was new to Melbourne, and wanted to explore the local

eal estate market, got to know different lifestyles in different re-

ions, so that he could have a basic idea of what kind of properties

e would buy in the future. 

He first selected suburb exploration ( T.2 ) ( Fig. 4 ), and found

hat, in general, the prices of properties in the eastern suburbs and

he southeastern suburbs were higher than that in the northern

uburbs, and the prices of that in the western suburbs were the

owest; also, the price had a negative correlation with the distance

rom the Melbourne CBD (central business district) area. He was

urprised to find that property prices in the CBD were not high,

ince he believed that renting a room in the CBD was quite ex-

ensive. He found the reason of this as he moved to another level

o see how the prices of properties were different based on differ-

nt numbers of bedrooms in different suburbs ( Fig. 12 (a)). There

ere more 1-bedroom and 2-bedroom apartments in the CBD area

 Fig. 12 (a)-1), which highly influenced the price; however, the re-

ions around the CBD, such as Albert Park ( Fig. 12 (a)-2), Fitzroy

 Fig. 12 (a)-3) and Fitzroy North ( Fig. 12 (a)-4) had more 3-bedroom

ouses, which made the price very high. The patterns showing

ow the prices of Melbourne properties were different along with

ifferent directions and distances to the CBD were more clear to

im when only the 3-bedroom properties were selected. He also

xplored the individual properties, and checked the differences be-

ween the (individual) properties of the CBD and the surrounding
reas. 
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Fig. 12. Illustration of Case IV: exploring the properties as beginners. (a) visualizing property price based on different number of bedrooms; (b) changes of houses price and 

sold house property number over 10 years at different suburbs of Melbourne. 
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He also noticed that median house prices were much higher

than unit prices. From the Google Maps view, he selected several

suburbs which locate in the western, northern, eastern and south-

eastern of Melbourne, and also had various distances to the CBD

( Fig. 12 (b)). Overall, the house price in 2015 had at least doubled

comparing to ten years ago; while the unit price had increased

too, but not significantly, especially in the latest five years. Further

looking into the changes of house prices, he noticed that the price

had been increased from 2005 and peaked at 2010/2011, and then

decreased a little bit in the following two years and then increased

at a much higher rate in the latest two years. 

He then discovered the difference among regions in other as-

pects, such as people, public schools, facilities, etc. in the profile-

based region exploration ( T.1 ). At last, he clicked on property-level

exploration ( Fig. 7 ) and defined several kinds of filtering settings

to see what kinds of properties he could afford in different regions

( T.3 ). 

7.3. Domain expert interview 

To attract users, we demonstrated our demo system at the 27th

Australian Database Conference 4 (for half a day) and the 2017 con-

ference of Beyond Research - Pathway to Impact 5 (for two days).

We also advertised our system on social media with an introduc-

tion video and demo links. Besides general users and researchers

from different fields, we particularly got the attention from two

real estate agents, two researchers in Business IT (related to real

estate) and a professor in urban science, which are all considered

as domain experts. 

One of the real estate agents commented on our system (based

on an early version of implementation), saying that [The System is]

Incredible, what a great translation of property buyer needs. It’s re-

freshing to see it built from authenticity, instead of commercialism.

The agent contacted us from social media and met us in person.

The same with how we interviewed with other domain experts,

we introduced the system, asked them to try the system by them-

selves, and then sought feedback from them. 

Most of the domain experts are fascinated about how we col-

lected the data from different sources and integrated them to-
4 https://adc2016.cse.unsw.edu.au/ 
5 http://beyondresearchconference.com.au/ 

i  

p  

w  

o

ether. One of the real estate agents commented that our tool

ould be very useful for him to recommend properties to home

uyers, and help them illustrate why the property is worth to buy.

e also suggested us to include the annual growth information

hich investors might be more interested (for example, they might

earch for the suburbs that have an annual growth larger than 10%

n the last five years). Though our system mainly focuses on home

uyers, we have included such information in our later implemen-

ation to suit for more user types. 

.4. Discussion 

Based on the case studies, we have demonstrated that our sys-

em can be beneficial to both home buyers and investors; and

sers with different levels of knowledge (on the local real-estate

arket) can jump into a certain level of tasks to explore the local

roperties. Although users still need to inspect the properties be-

ore they make a final decision, our system provides rich sources

or them to find candidate properties and understand the proper-

ies before the inspection. We have augmented existing commer-

ial systems such as [3–5,8] in the following aspects. First, based

n a unique location-centred dataset that we provide, all the data

related to different profiles) and services (exploration in the sub-

rb level and individual property level) in our system are intercon-

ected. Secondly, we have provided a way to help users understand

he local real estate market, which also helps them further under-

tand what kinds of property that they prefer and which they can

fford. Thirdly, we allow users to explore the properties, find prop-

rties based on their requirements in a more interesting and effec-

ive way, since our system has provided instant feedback after they

nteract with the system. Last, we allow users to visually compare

uburbs and properties, which the current commercial systems fail

o do. 

One of the limitations is related to the scalability. We have sam-

led the properties on top of the Google Maps view when there

re too many (i.e., more than 5,0 0 0) properties at the selected re-

ion; and we have also used progressive rendering on parallel co-

rdinates. Users have commented that the progressive rendering

n a way makes them feel confused, and the massive lines in the

arallel coordinates fail to provide much information. In our future

ork, we would like to discover more about the aggregation based

n both the map view and the multidimensional view. 

https://adc2016.cse.unsw.edu.au/
http://beyondresearchconference.com.au/
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Another consideration is whether our framework works well in

ther cities/countries besides Melbourne/Australia. So far, we have

lso collected data from other major cities in Australia, such as

ydney, Brisbane, Perth and Adelaide. Since the data profiles that

e have defined ( Section 3.2 ) are general enough to cover all loca-

ion information related to a real estate market, and new informa-

ion can always be treated as one instance of one type of the pro-

les. Our framework works well with other cities, except that only

ome details in the process of data collecting need to be modi-

ed. For example, in Melbourne, most commuters travel by train or

ram; while in Sydney, it could be by train or ferry. Certainly, there

re different considerations across countries, we believe that our

ramework can inspire researchers from other countries to work

n their real estate data. 

. Conclusion and future work 

We have designed and developed HomeSeeker which augments

xisting commercial systems to help users understand the local

eal estate market, find preferred properties based on their per-

onal preferences, and compare properties from the aspects that

hey are concerned about. We have provided a location-centred

eal estate dataset, which is exclusive in this paper. We have pre-

ented a systematic visualization design study following with jus-

ifications. Case studies based on real-world datasets have demon-

trated the usefulness of our system, and users with different lev-

ls of knowledge on the market and different requirements (either

eneral home buyers or investors) can benefit from the system. 

In future work, first, we will include data from more cities and

ontinually update real estates that are on sale from the real estate

arket. Secondly, we plan to address the scalability problem with

lustering visualization, other than our current methods (sampling,

ltering, progressive rendering, etc.) 
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